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Magnetic Flux Reversal in Laminated Ni-Fe Films
F. B. HUMPHREY. R. HASEGAWA,
Abstract-Anomalously fast flux reversal has been observed in
films made of Ni-Fe layers separated by SiO. The speed of reversal
increasesasthenumber
of identicallayers of Ni-Fe increases.
For a 5-layer film, the anomaloy speed isobserved in films with the
Si0 thickness as great as
1600 A. Reversal time curves presented as
a family of curves of 1 / =
~ f ( h l ) with h, as a parameter have two
regions. The high-drive region has a lower slope in the laminated
films when compared to the single-layer films. For this family of
curves, a switchingcoefficient 8,' can be defined, as the inverseslope,
in a manner similar to the definition of &for 1/7 = f(h,) with h l
as a parameter. For films with from two to five layers, S,' is constant
a t 1 X 10 - 3 ps and issmaller by an orderof magnitude for the singlelayer films. A dual loop experiment is used to confirm that coherent
rotation is not a dominant mechanism. It is concluded that a model
mustsatisfythe
following criteria to successfullydescribe
flux
reversal in the laminatedfilms : It must provide 'rapid flux.reversa1
for fields less than H k , a n insensitivity to transverse fields either
constant or pulsed, and an interaction that can survive over a wide
range of S i 0 thicknesses.

L

AMINATED FILMS, i.e., layers of Ni-Fe separated
by SiO, exhibit what seems to be a characteristic and
unique mode of flux reverEa1. I t was previously shown Ohat
a film made of ten 200-A-thick layers of Ni-Fe (SO-20),
separated by nine 200-A-thick layers of SiO, exhibited fast
flux reversal, even for switching fieldsless
thanthe
anisotropy field H , [l]. Also, the curve of inverse reversal
time as a function
of longitudinal drive field did not exhibit
a linear region, as do similar curves for other square loop
materials. The family of 1 / ~
= f ( H J curves was surprisingly insensitive to the magnitude of a static transverse
field. It has also been demonstrated that this same laminated structure influences the wall structure, since the
coercive force for laminated films is anomalously low [2].
I t cannot' be concluded, however, that the fast
flux reversal
is associated with an anomalously high wall mobility, since
it has recently been shown that the wall mobility in laminated films is essentially t'he same as for a single-layer film
and that the mobility is independent of the number of
layers[3].The investigation reported here concentrates
on the higher drive fast flux reversal. An attempt is made
to characterize the reversal and to esbablish the criteria
for a flux reversal model that will describe reversal in
la,minated films.
The laminated films were fabricated in t'he sameequipment and with the same procedure
as the previous samples
[l], [2]. The filmswere1-cm diameter spots evapomted
onto heatedglass substrates (320°C) in a pressure of about
Torr. The 80-20 Ni-Fe deposition rate was 25 B/s.
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The Si0and Ni-Fe layers were deposited alternately using
a differential shutter. During the evaporation a
control
film was also deposited in such a way that it was screened
from the Si0 source. The resultant Ni-Fe film was essentially a single-layer film of thickness identical to the total
thickness of all magnetic layers. One series consisted of
films with from one to five350-A-thick layers of Xi-Fe
separated by 100-i-thick layers of SiO, made identically.
It should be noted that the control films €or this series
varied in thickness. Another serieswas made consisting
of five 350 d thick layersof Ni-Fe separated by from100k to 1600-i-thick layers of SiO. The thickness of the XFe layers was measured by observingthe spacing between
the uniform mode and thefirst spinwave mode (at X band)
in a ferromagnetic resonance experiment, The Si0 thickness was calculated by measuring the tot'al thickness of
the Tolansky interferrometric method and assuming a.11
Si0 layers were identical. Angular dispersionwasmeasured bythe method of Hasegawa et al. [8] tobe a90
<3".
The flux reversal measurements were made in a 5 0 4
strip line section, with a center member
1.5-emwide to
ensure a uniformfield at thesample. The currentpulse was
obtained by discharging a cable through a coaxial relay
with mercury wet contacts. The field pulse had a rise of
less than 0.5 ns with a duration of I p s and was continuously variable in amplit'ude. The flux changewas observed with a single-turn loop around the center of the
film arranged as a bridge in conjunctmion
with anot'her loop,
with provision to balance t'he inductive voltage in both
amplitudeand time. The flux changewasobservedby
integrating the induced volt'age with an active integrator
having a response Oimeof 1.25 ns, a decay time of 12 p s ,
and an effect'ive gain of 1mV-ps for a 0.5-volt output. The
output of the integratorwas observedusing a conventional
sampling oscilloscope with a response time of 0.6 ns.
The reversal time T was defined as the timefrom 10 to 90
percent of the integrated flux. Various coils were arranged
around the sample to provide the reset field, transverse
field, and earth's field cancellation. For each sample the
anisotropy field was measured as 2K/M on a torquemeter
[4] and checked witha
low-frequency ferromagnetic
resonance spectrometer [5]. For the layered samples, Dhe
observed value of HI,is an average of H k for each layer.
To demonstrat'e that the anomalous reversal times are
indeed associated with the layered structure, nearly identical samples, differing only in the number of layers, were
investigated. Reversal time as a function of drive was t'hen
observed for each, with the initial angle essentially zero;
t,he results are shown in Fig. 1. The anomalous behavior
becomes more marked as the number of layers increases.
Since the slope cannot be used to compare speed, an indication of speed may be defined as 1 / ~(ps-') for h, =
H,/H, = 1. This parameterincreases linearly from 2 to 140
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Fig. 1. Inverse of reversal time as functionof normalized drive field
with number of layers as parameter.
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Fig. 2. Inverse of reversal timeas function of normalized drive
field wit,h thickness of S i 0 layers for 5-layer laminated film.
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Fig. 3. Inverse of reversal time as funct'ion of normalized transverse
field with normalized drive field as parameter for 3-layer laminated
film.

Fig. 4. Inverse of reversal time as function of normalized transverse
field with normalized drive field as parameter for single-layer
laminated film. Typical of all control films (this was the control
film for the 3-lagei'iaminated film).
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Fig. 5 . Inverse slope from 1 / =
~ f ( h l ) plot as function of number
of layers. Control films shown will be of various thicknesses.

as the number of identical layers goes from 1 to 5, respectively.Sensitivity tothe thickness of the Si0 layer is
demonstrated by similar results shown in Fig. 2. This series
of 5-layer films has the thickness of the Si0 layer as a
parameter; the anomalous behavior becomes less noticeable as the t’hickness of the Si0 layer increases. On the
basis of these three points, there seems to be a linear dependence of l / (h,
~ = l ) on the log of the Si0 thickness
with an extrapolation to a single-layer behavior at about
4000-A Si0 thickness.
I t has been suggested by Telesnin and Kolotov [6] that
a more informative present’ation of flux reversal data can
be made by observing 1 / =
~ f(h,) with h, as a parameter
(rather than 1 / ~= f(h,) with h , as a parameter (h, =
H,/Hlc). Plots of 1 / as
~ a function of h , with h, as a parameter for the 3-layer laminated film can be seen in Fig. 3 ;
a similar plot for the cont,rolfilm can be seen in Fig. 4. The
high drive region for both filmsis linear. As the longitudinal field parameter 11, is changed, the curves form a
parallel set with the inverse slope of this set defined as the
switching parameter X,‘ [similar to the usual suiitching
parameter, but primed to indicate that it is from 1 / ~
=
f(h,)]. This switching parameter is plotted in Fig. 5 as a
function of the number of layers. It can be seen that, for
films with from 2 to 5 layers, 8,’ is constant a t I X 10-3
ks, whereas, forthe control films, X,’ is smaller by an
order of magnitude.
The high-drive linear region in normal films, as seen in
Fig. 4, has been identified by Telesnin and Kolotov
IS] as being a region in which the flux reversal mechanism

is essentially coherent rot’at’ion.The break between the
lower drive region and the higher drive linear region has
been associated with the onset of this mode of flux reversal. Simultaneous observation of the flux in the longitudinal and transverse direction has been used as a definitive method to characterize coherent rot’ation [7]. The 5la.yer film(with 100-8 SiO) was observed with a dualloop,
so thatthe longitudinalandtransverse
fluxcould be
observed and compared. There was no noticeable relationship between the transverse andthe longitudinal flux in the
region where a large increase in transverse flux might be
expected. The fraction of flux in a coherent mode increased
smoothly over the entirerange of h, and h,; even for large
values of h, and h,, more than 50 percent of the flux was
seldom obtained. This result clearly demonstrates another
difference between single-layer and multilayerfilms, in that
the laminated films reverse by some mechanism other
than uniform rotation.
Even though the anomalously fast flux reversal -is not
completely understood the mechanism must be consistent
with the following criteria. The model must be one which
will provide rapid reversal for drive fields less Ohan the
anisotropy field. The mechanism must be such that the
flux reversal time is insensitive to transverse fields either
constant or pulsed. Finally, the model must provide an
interaction that cansurvive over a wide range of Si0
thicknesses. These criteria should provide the foundation
for a description of this anomalously fast flux reversal.
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